MARIN THEATRE COMPANY

Content Policy

We believe in freedom of expression and open dialogue, but that means little as an underlying philosophy if voices are silenced because people are afraid to speak up. In order to ensure that people feel safe expressing diverse opinions and beliefs, we prohibit behavior that crosses the line into abuse, including behavior that harasses, intimidates, or uses fear to silence another user’s voice.

Context matters when evaluating for abusive behavior and determining appropriate enforcement actions, which may include deleting user content or blocking users. Factors we may take into consideration include, but are not limited to whether:

- Posts identify and shame private individuals,
- Posts or images are altered to degrade private individuals,
- Photos or videos of physical bullying are posted to shame the victim,
- Repeated targeting of other people including but not limited to unwanted friend requests or messages, and
- Spam.

If you have questions about this policy, contact Keri Kellerman at kerik@marintheatre.org. Content is managed by Sara Waugh at saraw@marintheatre.org unless otherwise noted.

*Posts and comments about MTC shared publicly on social media by members of our digital community are not endorsed by MTC.*